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To increase people with MS (PwMS) engagement with
research and ultimately provide utility and feedback to PwMS
and clinicians.

Methods
The UK MS Register (UKMSR) has collected PwMS data via
the internet for 8 years. More than 300,000 questionnaire
have been collected. Engagement is an ongoing and
intensive process. Although PwMS have been engaged with
the design of the site from the outset, the desire to improve
and engage more effectively is challenging.
The evolution of feedback data via the MS Register can been
seen in Figure 1.
We carried out more detailed Personal and Public
Involvement (PPI) in order to better design data collection
and feedback. We gathered feedback from UKMSR users by
email/phone and held focus groups with clinicians and PwMS
at Royal London Hospital.
Clear output was that comprehensive feedback should be
accessible for all those that opt-in. We completely redesigned the to meet these requirements.
The way in which questionnaires are created has also
evolved alongside the website re-design which means the
register can adapt to host many different types of surveys
thereby enhancing our offerings and our attractiveness for
future research collaborations.

Your Questionnaire history
Last date you entered a questionnaire: 31/07/2018
These are the various scores from questionnaires that you have completed on the MS Register over time.
These questionnaires are called Validated Research Instruments or Patient Reported Outcome Measures.
They are tried and tested questionniares that are used for research in many diseases in order to measure
impact.
These graphs are just for your own record, or for you to share with your health care providers if you wish. If
you are concerned about any of the graphs or scores, or wish to find out more, please get in touch with your
GP, or MS Team. Please do not try to interpret the graphs and then become worried. They do not always
make immediate sense and there are many confounding factors that have to be accounted for when looking
at them. It’s is always best to discuss any concerns that you have with your health care professional.

Hospital Anxiety and Depression Score (HADS)
Used:
This questionnaire is used in many research projects to generate a score of your level of anxiety or
depression at the time of completion.
What the graph means:
Lower scores indicate less anxiety and depression. If you are consistently getting higher scores it might be
an idea to tell your health care professional.

Multiple Sclerosis Impact Scale (MSIS29 V2)
Used:
To measure the impact that your MS is having on you, physically and psychologically at any given time. This
questionnaire was designed specifically for MS. It means that researchers can measure how much your MS
affects your quality of life. It is increasingly being used in MS Research and clinical settings.
What the graph means:
The MSIS is composed of three scores, a total, a psychological sub-score and a physical sub-score. In this
graph we show the psychological and physical sub-scores. In both Scales, higher values indicate that your
MS is causing you more trouble and lower ones indicate less impact.
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Results

Figure 2 Participant Responses

The website was re-designed to graph core instruments and provide
comprehensive ‘feedback report’ for screen and print. All UKMSR users
were contacted. 5596 participants logged-in. 4,819 existing, 773 new
users. 1291 declined feedback.
The previous metrics for completed instruments compared to the
relaunch can be seen in Table 1
Table 1 Version Comparison

Portal

MSIS

HADS

EQ5D

MSWalk

Old

675

715

657

686

New

3002

2935

3113

2959

“Thank you I think it is great and gives hope to those of us who live with
MS on a daily basis. keep up the good work”
“I look forward to your reports every month and find them very
informative”
“I love the way you can now show a simple graph with my previous
responses.
“Just to say that I really like the feedback feature - even though it
shows my MS getting worse. It gives a useful picture across the
years that I've been completing surveys”
“Thank you for your new/revised website! I’ve been able to check some of
my previous entries and update some - and it’s all so *thorough* now! I’ve
had to dig around in my (not brilliant) memory for quite a lot of responses.
Thank you for all you do for us!”

Discussion
Participants are clearly far more engaged (Figure 2) with completing questionnaires at this first round of data collection, and the subsequent collection after
2 rounds of questionnaire windows, with instant feedback switched on. We will continue to monitor and report on this over more data collection rounds.

Conclusion
Allowing participants to see their own detailed feedback to questionnaires causes higher engagement with research and the researchers on the MS Register
and potentially at clinical sites - this will be examined in future work.
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